Is it true that lim sup*-,«, Bk = °° ?
In a subsequent paper [3] Erdös showed that there is an absolute constant C such that we always have Bk/log k>C infinitely often. He also conjected that Bk/k>C for infinitely many values of k. Recently, Clunie [l] proved that lim sup Bk/k1'2 > 0, and there is a sequence {z"} such that Bk^k (k = l, 2, • • • ).
In this paper we shall prove the following theorem.
Theorem. Let \z,\ be any sequence with |z"| =1. If [z,\ contains only a finite number of distinct elements, then for any 5>0, lim sup Bk/k1'1 > |.
Let z, = exp[id>,] (0^<p"<2ir). It is easy to see that for any sequence {z,} containing finite distinct elements there exists some e>0 which depends on the sequence {z"} only, such that either d>, -<pv> = 0 or I <p, -<pvi I 2ï e > 0 for all positive integers v, v'. So in what follows we shall use t to denote the maximum positive constant satisfying the above condition.
In order to prove our Theorem we need two lemmas. Proof. Let z = re<e (0<r<l),^Z |S*|2¿r2* (0<r<l).
We see that
and for <p, ¿¿<b.
Ü,>r2
On the other hand, we have
/» 2v oo |£n(z)|2¿0 = 2ttE \Sk\2kr2k.
k=X
It follows from (1), (2), (3) that ¿ |S*|2¿r2* è «r¿ (0 < r < 1).
The proof of Lemma 1 is completed.
Lemma 2. Let {z,} be any sequence of complex numbers. If lim sup*-.oo £t/¿1_s<C, for some absolute constants 8, C>0, then there is an integer ¿i > 0 which depends on {z,}, C and 8 only, such that given integers n and p(n), with p(n)^ki, we can find n members of {z,} : fi, Í2, • • • . f» satisfying This completes the proof of Lemma 2.
We come now to prove our Theorem. For the given sequence \z,\, suppose lim sup*-,,*, 734/ftI_s<C. By virtue of Lemma 2, there exists a positive integer ki such that for any given « and ¿i(«), with u(n) Sïfti, there are fi, f2, • ■ • , f"E {z,} with (4) l&l < 2<^1-î (h á ft g)*(»)).
From Lemma 1 we have 
